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2021 in Georgia was marked with an ongoing political crisis, which neither the April 19 
Agreement mediated by the international partners nor the 2021 local self-government 
elections could resolve. The agenda that was solemnly focused on the political crisis has 
completely missed the following issues:

• • Disturbing human and social consequences of the pandemic;Disturbing human and social consequences of the pandemic;
• • The dire social and economic situation in the country, which has been exacerbated The dire social and economic situation in the country, which has been exacerbated 

by the unprecedented scale of inflation;by the unprecedented scale of inflation;
• • Issues related to the reforms aimed at protecting human rights and equality.Issues related to the reforms aimed at protecting human rights and equality.

Political polarization and radicalization were particularly intense in the context of 
self-government elections of 2021. In the pre-election period, the campaign strategies 
of the parties were rather reflecting state of emergency, and completely ignoring real 
challenges and needs of the regions and cities. Antagonism and hostile rhetoric have 
taken over the political and media space, and neither public nor political means were 
found to alleviate this state. On the contrary, the shortcomings observed in the elec-
tions and the developments around the third president of the country that were evolv-
ing at the same time further contributed to the radicalization of the situation. The factor 
of Saakashvili deepened the state of polarization and weakened the political influences 
and electoral results of small political parties even more.

The political polarization and undemocratic internal processes inside the ruling The political polarization and undemocratic internal processes inside the ruling 
party have substantially damaged the process of Europeanization in the country. party have substantially damaged the process of Europeanization in the country. 
After the appointment of Irakli Gharibashvili as a Prime Minister, the leaders of the After the appointment of Irakli Gharibashvili as a Prime Minister, the leaders of the 
ruling party started making disturbing statements about the country’s international ruling party started making disturbing statements about the country’s international 
partners. Moreover, the relations with the European Union are clearly in crisis, partners. Moreover, the relations with the European Union are clearly in crisis, 
which is confirmed by the harsh and alarming statements made by number of which is confirmed by the harsh and alarming statements made by number of 
members of European Parliament.members of European Parliament.

The decisions made by the authorities after Mikheil Saakashvili’s return to Georgia were 
deeply problematic. Meaning the decisions of restricting a right to a fair trial and refus-
ing to provide adequate medical treatment for the prisoner on a hunger strike. Given 
the politicization of the existing justice system and the clan structure, it is clear that the 
judiciary will not be independent and fair to Mikheil Saakashvili. This fact not only vio-
lates the rights of the individual, but also makes it impossible to make a fair assessment 
of the past and to cultivate consent in the society about it, which is another cause of 
political polarization and conflict.

Introduction
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The tendency that after the elections the ruling political party is trying to put pressure 
on the newly elected opposition MPs in some Sakrebulos in order to consolidate power 
is disturbing. In this context, special attention should be given to the death of Nugzar 
Putkaradze, a newly elected member of the Batumi City Council who was pressured 
to act in favor of the interests of the ruling party. A similar trend is evident in Dmanisi, 
where there are also signs of pressure on the opposition council member, Ramiz Ra-
mazanov.

Transcripts published in September 2021, which allegedly indicates the mass Transcripts published in September 2021, which allegedly indicates the mass 
illegal eavesdropping by the State Security Service, once again uncovered the illegal eavesdropping by the State Security Service, once again uncovered the 
excessive role of the security services in the political system and their scale of excessive role of the security services in the political system and their scale of 
penetration into micro-social relations that creates the heaviest sense of control penetration into micro-social relations that creates the heaviest sense of control 
and mistrust in society.and mistrust in society.

Anti-crisis aid and direct monetary compensation for those who lost their jobs as a 
result of pandemic restrictions that were issued on the expense of increased state 
debt to some extent responded to the severe social and economic crisis in the country. 
However, ensuring social aid for persons enrolled in informal economies and provid-
ing quick and adequate response to large-scale strikes and various types of workers’ 
protests is still a challenge for the state. Throughout the year large-scale protests of 
environmentalists is visible in different regions. On sight, the local population resorted 
to extreme forms of protest, hunger, and even days-long picketing, to which the state 
responded by ignoring or repressing, restricting the right to protest and freedom of 
movement in the main protest localities.

The radicalization and violence of ultra-right groups has dreadfully emerged again in 
2021. The tolerant policies and impunity for the violence perpetrated by these groups 
has been practiced by the state over the years and it has further increased the threats 
posed by these groups. In this regards, particularly disturbing was the mass, pre-orga-
nized violence orchestrated by the leaders of the Alt-Info group on July 5-6, 2021 during 
the anti-Pride rally, which resulted in the restriction of the rights and professional ac-
tivities of 52 journalists, including, violence against several of them. It should be noted 
that the investigation of the events is still sporadic and it is not clear whether there is 
a political will to impose legal responsibility on the organizers of the violent gathering. 
Against this background, the establishment of parties and televisions by these groups 
and the entry of sharply anti-democratic, unconstitutional forces into the field of insti-
tutional politics are the matters of government’s political responsibility.

This year we have again saw social conflicts with religious and ethnic connotations This year we have again saw social conflicts with religious and ethnic connotations 
in our country. This, unfortunately, once again did not become a locomotive for in our country. This, unfortunately, once again did not become a locomotive for 
a positive transformations and substantial reforms in the policy of equality and a positive transformations and substantial reforms in the policy of equality and 
integration for the government. Moreover, the pre-election processes in the integration for the government. Moreover, the pre-election processes in the 
regions with high ethnic minority presence and the experience of their political regions with high ethnic minority presence and the experience of their political 
instrumentalization by the authorities have once again demonstrated the weak instrumentalization by the authorities have once again demonstrated the weak 
policy of integration of these regions, exclusion from democratic participation and policy of integration of these regions, exclusion from democratic participation and 
the political intentions of peripheralization. the political intentions of peripheralization. 

INTRODUCTION

https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/31576612.html
https://netgazeti.ge/life/580938/
https://netgazeti.ge/life/580938/
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It is clear that in the context of policies of political polarization, weak democratization 
and integration, it becomes virtually impossible to work on important political issues re-
lated to the peaceful transformation of conflicts and moving the reconciliation policies 
to a new level.

Thus the deep and unresolved political crisis and polarization, the undemocratic at-Thus the deep and unresolved political crisis and polarization, the undemocratic at-
tempts of the ruling political team to remain in power, the pandemic, the deep eco-tempts of the ruling political team to remain in power, the pandemic, the deep eco-
nomic crisis and the inflation have substantially worsened the living conditions and nomic crisis and the inflation have substantially worsened the living conditions and 
human rights condition of our citizens. It is obvious that the state is not able to respond human rights condition of our citizens. It is obvious that the state is not able to respond 
to various types of social conflicts and grievances with the long-term social and legal to various types of social conflicts and grievances with the long-term social and legal 
reforms, which ultimately create an unstable political and economic environment and reforms, which ultimately create an unstable political and economic environment and 
produce social despair. produce social despair. 

INTRODUCTION
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NEW CASES OF
2021:

2021 – NUMBER OF 
SUCCESSFUL CASES

2021 in Numbers

 124  Cases 
litigated before the Europe-
an Court of Human Rights

24 Criminal cases 
before investigative bodies

Public Defender 
as an equality mechanism – 

1 Case

1 Case 
before the Constitutional 

Court

9 Cases 
conducted in administrative 

bodies

36 Ongoing cases 
in common courts

PUBLICATIONS

MULTIMEDIA

PUBLIC EVENTS

48

12
Research

17
Blog

47
Article

1
Practical 

handbook

7
Photo Report

93
Video

36
Analytical

documents

11
Translation

6
Infographics

2
Collection of 
translations

2
Report



SOCIAL POLICY 
PROGRAM

This year, the program has concentrated its efforts on environmental concerns, 
most notably the opposition to and violations surrounding the Namakhvani HPP 
project. Additionally, the organization invested significant resources in raising 
public awareness, particularly in the area of development projects involving nat-
ural resources, which require additional information from both investment firms 
and the government, as well as discussions about the projects’ justification, trans-
parency, and its public benefits.

The program also focused heavily on monitoring the Labor Inspectorate’s re-
newed mandate this year. Assessments of the Labor Inspection Mechanism’s 
institutional flaws and enforcement concerns have been undertaken for the first 
time since its creation. Additionally, this year marked the start of a post-2020 
labor reform phase, which enabled the organization to identify problematic as-
pects of informal and non-standard work beyond the safeguards available in for-
mal employment. Additionally, the organization spent extensive time examining 
formalization potential in Georgia and identifying relevant efforts that might as-
sist the state in encouraging or implementing formalization legislation.

This year, in the interest of ensuring adequate housing, the organization exam-
ined the peculiarities of eviction regulation in light of the COVID-19 pandemic 
and issued several recommendations to the judiciary and executive branches to 
address the subject matter. According to the study, it is projected that the state 
will become more repressive toward homeless persons due to the legislative 
changes of 2021.

Throughout 2021, the Social Justice Center was actively seeking to identify sys-
temic barriers to protecting the rights of persons with disabilities and developing 
strategies to address them on an individual level and in collaboration with com-
munities of people with disabilities and organizations that work on the issue. This 
year, the organization focused on mental health issues and the systemic short-
comings that exist due to the non-implementation of support policies for people 
with disabilities, which creates a barrier to care policy implementation.
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GREEN POLICY

The Social Policy Program has dedicated 2021 to studying and analyzing The Social Policy Program has dedicated 2021 to studying and analyzing 
the hydropower and mining industries to promote equitable, socially, and the hydropower and mining industries to promote equitable, socially, and 
environmentally sustainable resource management. environmentally sustainable resource management. 

SOCIAL POLICY PROGRAM

long mediation process involving the European 
Energy Community regarding the Namakhvani 
HPP project. The Social Justice Center de-
scribed and evaluated the mediation process, 
informing the general public and stakeholder 
organizations of the process’s shortcomings 
and successes. Regrettably, the mediation 
process paid insufficient attention to several 
substantive issues, such as the accuracy of 
the project documentation, the request for a 
temporary suspension of construction, and so 
forth. Nonetheless, it is critical that an agree-
ment was reached regarding the project’s en-
vironmental component being re-evaluated 
in the event of a project renewal. Following 
the mediation, a public discussion was held 
to summarize the proceedings, which was at-
tended by the mediator as well as represen-
tatives from a number of other organizations 
that participated in the format. Additionally, 
the Social Justice Center prepared an alterna-
tive report of the mediation process.

Video: Unanswered Questions and Namakhvani Video: Unanswered Questions and Namakhvani 
HPP ResistanceHPP Resistance

For this purpose, it was critical to investigate the 
Namakhvani HPP cascade project. Throughout 
the year, the Social Justice Center has mon-
itored and responded to ongoing processes 
in the Rioni Valley, assessing them both legal-
ly and politically. An in-depth study - Violations, 
Inconsistencies, and Unsubstantiated Conces-
sions: A Brief History of Namakhvani HPP Proj-
ect - summarizes the undemocratic, opaque, 
and unsubstantiated decision-making process 
and accompanying violations. The Social Poli-
cy Program team made the assessments and 
findings public through statements, articles, 
and videos. In addition, the Social Justice Cen-
ter appealed decisions related to various stag-
es of the project, such as issuance of environ-
mental impact assessment and a construction 
permit, in court, both independently and in 
collaboration with partner organizations.

Additionally, in collaboration with other civil 
society organizations, the Social Justice Center 
participated in an unprecedented six-month-

Video: To save SkhmeriVideo: To save Skhmeri

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/pasukhgautsemeli-kitkhvebi-da-namakhvanhesis-tsinaaghmdegoba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentri-namakhvani-hesis-mediatsiis-protsesis-dasrulebas-ekhmianeba-da-damoukidebeli-shefasebebis-sheusruleblobas-akritikebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentri-namakhvani-hesis-mediatsiis-protsesis-dasrulebas-ekhmianeba-da-damoukidebeli-shefasebebis-sheusruleblobas-akritikebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/events/ra-bedi-elis-namakhvanhesis-proekts-sajaro-diskusia
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/namakhvani-hesis-mediatsiis-protsesi-angarishi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/namakhvani-hesis-mediatsiis-protsesi-angarishi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/pasukhgautsemeli-kitkhvebi-da-namakhvanhesis-tsinaaghmdegoba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/pasukhgautsemeli-kitkhvebi-da-namakhvanhesis-tsinaaghmdegoba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/emc-namakhvanhesis-khelshekrulebit-mnishvnelovani-sakhelmtsifo-interesebi-datmobilia-kerdzo-kompaniis-sasargeblod
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/emc-namakhvanhesis-khelshekrulebit-mnishvnelovani-sakhelmtsifo-interesebi-datmobilia-kerdzo-kompaniis-sasargeblod
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/kharvezebi-darghvevebi-da-dausabutebeli-sheghavatebi-namakhvani-hesis-proektis-istoria
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/kharvezebi-darghvevebi-da-dausabutebeli-sheghavatebi-namakhvani-hesis-proektis-istoria
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/kharvezebi-darghvevebi-da-dausabutebeli-sheghavatebi-namakhvani-hesis-proektis-istoria
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/kharvezebi-darghvevebi-da-dausabutebeli-sheghavatebi-namakhvani-hesis-proektis-istoria
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/emc-uertdeba-namokhvanshi-adgilobrivebis-mshvidobian-aktsias-da-sakhelmtsifos-moutsodebs-uzrunvelqos-shekrebis-tavisuflebis-datsva
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/rbola-fskerisken-namakhvanhesis-khelshekrulebis-kvaldakval
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/namakhvanhesis-msheneblobis-nebartva-dauqovnebliv-unda-shecherdes
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shkmeris-gadasarchenad
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shkmeris-gadasarchenad
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As for the mining industry, Chiatura remains 
a hotbed in this regard. Residents of Shukruti 
village in Chiatura engaged in an extreme form 
of protest in 2021, a hunger strike, to demand 
compensation for property damage. The so-
cial policy program conducted an investigation 
into the village of Shukruti and compiled its 
findings in a report titled the Chiatura crisis. 
This paper builds on several years of research 
to study the mining industry. In addition to 
monitoring traditional mining hotspots (such 
as Chiatura, Tkibuli, and Bolnisi), in 2021, the 
Social Policy Program began investigating a 
significant new case of mining in the village of 
Shkmeri in Racha, where new mining licenses 
were issued in parallel with criminal disputes 
against the locals.

In collaboration with the people affected by 
Tbilisi’s chaotic settlement, the Social Justice 
Center is waging a legal battle to stop the ongo-
ing construction on Kipshidze Street. Further-
more, organization promotes the preservation 

SOCIAL POLICY  PROGRAM

of the city’s cultural heritage and green spac-
es, as well as their management in the public 
interest through strategic litigation. In 2021, 
the Social Justice Center also spoke against 
the ongoing constructions on Batumi Boule-
vard. The ongoing construction on the site of 
the cultural heritage monument is irreversibly 
damaging; however, the court denied the So-
cial Justice Center’s request for an immediate 
suspension of construction, and the developer 
company exceeded the allowed height of the 
building.

Video: Hippodrome residents for green spacesVideo: Hippodrome residents for green spaces

18 VIDEOS

5 PHOTO REPORTS

1 BLOG

1 INFOGRAPHIC

42 STATEMENTS

1 STUDY

1 REPORT

7 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENTS

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tskhovreba-mopovebis-zonashi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentri-chiaturis-krizisis-shesakheb-dokuments-akveqnebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ekstraktivistuli-gadakvetebi-politika-ekologia-da-sotsialuri-samartlianoba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shkmeris-gadasarchenad
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shkmeris-gadasarchenad
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/qifshidzis-n1-da-safrtkhe-romelits-ubans-emukreba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tbilisis-meria-da-arkitekturis-samsakhuri-qofili-ipodromis-teritoriaze-asashenebeli-tsentralui-parkis-dokumentatsias-ukanonod-asaidumloeben
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tbilisis-meria-da-arkitekturis-samsakhuri-qofili-ipodromis-teritoriaze-asashenebeli-tsentralui-parkis-dokumentatsias-ukanonod-asaidumloeben
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/batumis-ambasadori-ar-unda-ashendes
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/batumis-ambasadori-ar-unda-ashendes
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sasamartlom-batumis-bulvarshi-19-sartuliani-sastumro-ambasadoris-mshenebloba-ar-sheachera
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ipodromelebi-mtsvane-sivrtsistvis
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ipodromelebi-mtsvane-sivrtsistvis
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=31&type=13&page=1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=31&type=21
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/rbola-fskerisken-namakhvanhesis-khelshekrulebis-kvaldakval
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ara-namakhvanhess
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=31&type=11&page=1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/kharvezebi-darghvevebi-da-dausabutebeli-sheghavatebi-namakhvani-hesis-proektis-istoria
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/namakhvani-hesis-mediatsiis-protsesi-angarishi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=31&type=33
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LABOR POLICY

Additionally, the social policy program’s objec-
tive was to investigate the intersection of labor 
and social protection concerns. As a result, the 
program studied the state’s anti-crisis assis-
tance during the pandemic and concentrated 
on the study of informal employment, which 
included peculiarities of informal social protec-
tion.

As previously stated, the Social Justice Center 
investigated the issues and achievements as-
sociated with labor reform 2020. The primary 
accomplishment of the reform is the expan-
sion of the Labor Inspection Service’s man-
date and the delegation of authority to them 

To improve workers’ labor conditions and ensure fair labor rights, the To improve workers’ labor conditions and ensure fair labor rights, the 
Social Policy Program dedicated the given year to studying and analyzing Social Policy Program dedicated the given year to studying and analyzing 
what issues the reform addressed and how labor reform accomplish-what issues the reform addressed and how labor reform accomplish-
ments are being implemented in practice. ments are being implemented in practice. 

to oversee the adherence of labor rights. The 
Social Policy Program team created the Labor 
Inspection Performance Evaluation 2021 to 
assess the Labor Inspection Service’s perfor-
mance. The first of its kind research was con-
ducted to evaluate the Labor Inspection Ser-
vice’s performance, assess its obstacles, and 
identify necessary steps for its improvement. 
Furthermore, the organization evaluated the 
legislative regulation of maternity leave before 
and after the change. The video product re-
flected issues that have persisted since the re-
form, such as low wages for parents and lack 
of paternity leave.

Video: Labor Reform - Interview with Kote EristaviVideo: Labor Reform - Interview with Kote Eristavi

SOCIAL POLICY  PROGRAM

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/shromis-inspektsiis-sakmianobis-shefaseba-2021
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/shromis-inspektsiis-sakmianobis-shefaseba-2021
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/dekretuli-shvebuleba-2020-tslis-shromis-reformamde-da-mis-shemdeg
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shromis-reforma-interviu-kote-eristavtan
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Additionally, in 2021, the Social Policy Program 
emphasized examining the issue of informal 
employment. The organization’s research ex-
amines the various forms of non-standard 
and informal employment prevalent in Geor-
gia. The study elicits local knowledge about 
the labor, social, and legal status of informal 
and non-standard employees, conducts a 
thorough legal analysis of the identified chal-
lenges, and proposes possible solutions and 
reform visions. The organization created a vid-
eo titled “non-standard employment” to define 
non-standard labor; it further explores the la-
bor guarantees that an employee is left with-
out when they apply for informal employment. 
In addition, the Social Justice Center created a 
blog post and two competition videos to ex-
plain the employment status of informal work-
ers: profession - cleaner and what do women 
street vendors want to say. The issue of infor-
mal labor is also addressed in the article “Chal-
lenges in formalizing the shadow economy,” 
which addresses the topic through an interna-
tional lens.

The social policy program maintained a re-
search interest in industrial cities in order to 
gain theoretical understanding and new evi-
dence about extractivist economies, so 2021 
was devoted to the drafting of the following 
studies: the labor market for women in Tkibu-
li, its demographic, sectoral distribution, and 
development prospects, and another on ex-
tractivism and economic empowerment of 
women in Tkibuli, examine the labor market 
for women in Tkibuli, its demographic, sec-
toral distribution, and development prospects. 
Furthermore, video material prepared in the 
scope of the program activities, using interper-
sonal narration, seeks to explore how wom-
en’s daily lives, working conditions, and living 
environments changed in Tkibuli in light of the 
city’s three historical eras: mine operation, clo-
sure, and finally privatization.

Furthermore, the social policy program sup-
ports workers who went on strike in 2021, de-
manding better working conditions. Through 
statements and videos, the Social Policy Pro-
gram responded to workers’ legitimate de-
mands for their employers to comply with 
labor law’s minimum standards. The program 
expressed solidarity with the Tbilservice em-
ployees’ protest through a statement. Further-
more, the organization created a video that 
describes the demanding, difficult working 
conditions and legitimate demands of the So-
cial Service Agency employees. 

Podcast: What women street vendors Podcast: What women street vendors 
want to say?want to say?

Video: Tkibuli in the context of three historic eventsVideo: Tkibuli in the context of three historic events

SOCIAL POLICY  PROGRAM

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/araformaluri-da-arastandartuli-shroma-sakartveloshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ras-nishnavs-arastandartuli-dasakmeba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tskhovrebis-erti-istoria
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/profesia-damlagebeli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/profesia-damlagebeli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/chrdilovani-ekonomikis-formalizebastan-dakavshirebuli-gamotsvevebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/chrdilovani-ekonomikis-formalizebastan-dakavshirebuli-gamotsvevebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/tqibulel-kalta-shromisa-da-migratsiis-taviseburebebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/ekstraktivizmi-da-kalta-ekomonikuri-monatsileoba-tqibulshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/ekstraktivizmi-da-kalta-ekomonikuri-monatsileoba-tqibulshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/ekstraktivizmi-da-kalta-ekomonikuri-monatsileoba-tqibulshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tqibuli-sami-istoriuli-ambis-kvaldakval
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentri-solidarobas-utskhadebs-tbilservisshi-dasakmebulebs-da-shromis-inspektsias-kompaniis-shemotsmebisken-moutsodebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsmomsakhurebis-saagentos-tanamshromlebi-shromiti-pirobebis-gaumjobesebas-itkhoven
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsmomsakhurebis-saagentos-tanamshromlebi-shromiti-pirobebis-gaumjobesebas-itkhoven
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/risi-tkma-surt-garemovachre-kalebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/risi-tkma-surt-garemovachre-kalebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/risi-tkma-surt-garemovachre-kalebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tqibuli-sami-istoriuli-ambis-kvaldakval
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tqibuli-sami-istoriuli-ambis-kvaldakval
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Since 2020, the organization has developed an 
interest in front-line workers as a result of the 
pandemic crisis. In 2021, three articles were 
devoted to the harsh working conditions and 
hazardous work environment that the front-
line workers had to endure, focusing on Tkibuli 
miners, women traders, and social workers of 
the care agency.

In 2021, the Social Justice Center continued 
to pursue strategic litigation to safeguard em-
ployees who had their rights infringed. The fol-
lowing dispute concluded in the organization’s 
victory: Discriminatory firing of workers who 
participated in the HPP protest - against Mes-
tia Municipality; Dispute against book store 
“Biblus” in all three instances. The Social Justice 
Center is currently engaged in a judicial battle 
over the wrongful termination of eight social 
workers. The district courts ruled that the lay-
off of seven social workers was unconstitution-
al. Simultaneously, the Court of First Instance 
reinstated four workers immediately, while the 
Court of Appeals granted reinstatement and 

compensation to the remaining workers. The 
Social Justice Center’s legal battle at the Su-
preme Court against the wrongful firing of two 
social workers continues. Additionally, the So-
cial Justice Center and Georgia’s Young Law-
yers Association (GYLA) filed an appeal with 
the court this year to protect the labor rights 
of those illegally terminated due to widespread 
staff changes at the National Museum follow-
ing Tea Tsulukiani’s appointment as Minister of 
Culture, Sports, and Youth.

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

14 STATEMENTS

4 STUDIES

3 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENTS

12 VIDEOS

9 ARTICLES

1 BLOG

Video: To save the museum - Video: To save the museum - 
interview with Tsira Elisashviliinterview with Tsira Elisashvili

SOCIAL POLICY  PROGRAM

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tsina-khazis-mshromlebis-mdzime-da-daufasebeli-shroma-interviu-tqibulel-meshakhteebtan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tsina-khazis-mshromlebis-mdzime-da-daufasebeli-shroma-interviu-tqibulel-meshakhteebtan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/garemovachre-kalebi-da-pandemia-brdzola-qoveldghiuri-sachiroebebistvis
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tsina-khazis-mshromelebis-mdzime-da-daufasebeli-shroma-interviu-tamar-tsiklaurtan-zrunvis-saagentos-sotsialur-mushaktan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tsina-khazis-mshromelebis-mdzime-da-daufasebeli-shroma-interviu-tamar-tsiklaurtan-zrunvis-saagentos-sotsialur-mushaktan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentrma-moigo-shromiti-dava-romelits-hesebis-motsinaaghmdegeta-samsakhuridan-gatavisuflebas-ekheba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentrma-moigo-shromiti-dava-romelits-hesebis-motsinaaghmdegeta-samsakhuridan-gatavisuflebas-ekheba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentrma-biblusis-tsinaaghmdeg-dava-qvela-instantsiashi-moigo
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentrma-biblusis-tsinaaghmdeg-dava-qvela-instantsiashi-moigo
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/emc-sasamartlom-sami-sotsialuri-mushaki-samsakhurshi-aghadgina
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=25&type=11&page=1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/topic?topic=25&type=23
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=25&type=33
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=25&type=13
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=25&type=20
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tskhovrebis-erti-istoria
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/muzeumis-gadarchenad-interviu-tsira-elisashviltan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/muzeumis-gadarchenad-interviu-tsira-elisashviltan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/muzeumis-gadarchenad-interviu-tsira-elisashviltan
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As a result, the Social Justice Center employed 
various strategies to identify obstacles in this 
area, devise strategies to overcome them, and 
educate the public on the subject, especially 
during the pre-election period.

The organization focused on both housing and 
eviction in general. The Social Justice Center 
recommended that the government develop 
the Housing Policy Document as part of the 
process of drafting an Open Government Part-
nership (OGP) Action Plan. The government 
agencies shared the given logic; however, the 
action plan has not yet been approved, and its 
final content remains unknown.

Additionally, the organization collaborated with 
numerous homeless groups and document-

ed their needs. Representatives of the Social 
Justice Center visited the residents of Orkhevi 
social housing several times. Also, they spoke 
with inhabitants of the so-called “the city of 
dreams residents” in Adjara and members of 
social housing in Kutaisi. Issues identified in 
the scope of the meetings is planned to be 
the subject of further research and advocacy 
for the organization in the years to come. The 
Social Justice Center also engaged in strategic 
litigation in addition to the visits. The most sig-
nificant precedent in this regard is the orga-
nization’s victory in a lawsuit in which the Su-
preme Court ruled that the 6.4 square meters 
per capita housing provision violates the right 
to adequate housing.

THE RIGHT TO ADEQUATE HOUSING

By 2021, the government had not only ignored homeless groups’ needs By 2021, the government had not only ignored homeless groups’ needs 
but actively pursued oppressive and punitive measures against them.but actively pursued oppressive and punitive measures against them.

Orkhevi residence - in a state of disrepairOrkhevi residence - in a state of disrepair

SOCIAL POLICY  PROGRAM

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-datsva-politikuri-partiebis-tsinasaarchevno-programebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-datsva-politikuri-partiebis-tsinasaarchevno-programebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/orkhevis-satskhovrisi-arasatanado-pirobebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/orkhevis-satskhovrisi-arasatanado-pirobebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentris-mogebulma-sakmem-satskhovrisis-erovnuli-standarti-gaaumjobesa
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentris-mogebulma-sakmem-satskhovrisis-erovnuli-standarti-gaaumjobesa
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/orkhevis-satskhovrisi-arasatanado-pirobebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/orkhevis-satskhovrisi-arasatanado-pirobebshi
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1 PHOTO REPORT

1 ARTICLE

5 STATEMENTS

1 VIDEO

This year, the organization examined the pecu-
liarities of eviction regulation and made sever-
al recommendations to the judiciary and exec-
utive branches regarding how to address the 
issues. The analytical document titled “Evacu-
ation Threats During and After the COVID-19 
Pandemic” in particular described the signifi-
cant issues in this area, analyzed the existing 
challenges in the context of the COVID-19 
pandemic and discussed mechanisms for 
overcoming them. Furthermore, the organiza-

tion provided legal assistance to the residents 
of the “Golden District” who were threatened 
with eviction and criminal prosecution. Addi-
tionally, the Social Justice Center participated 
in parliamentary debates deliberation process, 
making amendments to the construction leg-
islation and Enforcement Code. Furthermore, 
the organization evaluated and publicly re-
sponded to the stipulated legislative changes 
and made pertinent recommendations to the 
state.

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

Article: Dangers of Eviction During and After the COVID-19 PandemicArticle: Dangers of Eviction During and After the COVID-19 Pandemic

SOCIAL POLICY  PROGRAM

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/gamosakhlebis-safrtkheebi-covid-19-is-pandemiis-dros-da-mis-shemdeg
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shekhvedra-okros-ubnis-mosakhleobastan-ojakhebi-gamosakhlebis-riskis-kvesh
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/gamosakhlebis-safrtkheebi-covid-19-is-pandemiis-dros-da-mis-shemdeg
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=20&type=11
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/orkhevis-satskhovrisi-arasatanado-pirobebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/gamosakhlebis-safrtkheebi-covid-19-is-pandemiis-dros-da-mis-shemdeg
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/gamosakhlebis-safrtkheebi-covid-19-is-pandemiis-dros-da-mis-shemdeg
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/gamosakhlebis-safrtkheebi-covid-19-is-pandemiis-dros-da-mis-shemdeg
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sakhelmtsifo-usakhlkaro-adamianebis-tsinaaghmdeg-siskhlissamartlebriv-devnas-itsqebs-mat-uflebebs-sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentri-daitsavs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shekhvedra-okros-ubnis-mosakhleobastan-ojakhebi-gamosakhlebis-riskis-kvesh
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/samsheneblo-kanonmdeblobashi-dagegmili-tsvlilebebi-usakhlkarobis-kriminalizatsiis-riskebs-sheitsavs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/samsheneblo-kanonmdeblobashi-dagegmili-tsvlilebebi-usakhlkarobis-kriminalizatsiis-riskebs-sheitsavs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/aghsrulebis-kodeksis-proekti-satanado-satskhovreblis-uflebriv-standartebs-ugulebelqofs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/gamosakhlebis-safrtkheebi-covid-19-is-pandemiis-dros-da-mis-shemdeg
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RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

This year, the organization focused on both 
the issues surrounding mental illness and the 
systemic flaws within policies aimed at assist-
ing people with disabilities.

This year, the organization, in partnership with 
a number of disability activists and organiza-
tions working on the issue, has addressed crit-
ical topics such as non-compliance with or de-
lay in fulfilling its obligations under the Law on 
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, a lack of 
guarantees for the effective implementation of 
the Disability Convention, and the need to ex-
pand the social assistance package for people 
with disabilities.

Throughout 2021, the Social Justice Center has been actively working to Throughout 2021, the Social Justice Center has been actively working to 
protect the rights of people with disabilities by identifying barriers and protect the rights of people with disabilities by identifying barriers and 
looking for solutions, both independently and in collaboration with rele-looking for solutions, both independently and in collaboration with rele-
vant communities and organizations. vant communities and organizations. 

Due to the complexity of the mental health 
system, the organization has concentrated 
its efforts this year on several key areas. For 
example, in the context of human rights, the 
Social Justice Center assessed problemat-
ic issues in the field and collaborated with 
partner organizations to examine the work-
ing version of the Mental Health Strategy 
2021-2030. Furthermore, the organization 
identified problems that need to be ade-
quately addressed in the coming years’ men-
tal health policy and made several recom-
mendations to the state.

Video: Why do people with psycho-social needs still live in large institutions?Video: Why do people with psycho-social needs still live in large institutions?

SOCIAL POLICY  PROGRAM

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shshm-pirta-uflebebis-kanonit-nakisri-valdebulebebis-mnishvnelovani-natsili-kvlav-sheusrulebelia
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shshm-pirta-uflebebis-kanonit-nakisri-valdebulebebis-mnishvnelovani-natsili-kvlav-sheusrulebelia
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/mtavroba-kvlav-ver-gvtavazobs-shshm-pirta-konventsiis-gankhortsielebis-mekanizmis-funktsionirebis-garantiebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/mtavroba-kvlav-ver-gvtavazobs-shshm-pirta-konventsiis-gankhortsielebis-mekanizmis-funktsionirebis-garantiebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/mtavroba-kvlav-ver-gvtavazobs-shshm-pirta-konventsiis-gankhortsielebis-mekanizmis-funktsionirebis-garantiebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shshm-pirebi-da-organizatsiebi-mtavrobas-sotsialuri-paketis-gazrdisken-moutsodeben
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shshm-pirebi-da-organizatsiebi-mtavrobas-sotsialuri-paketis-gazrdisken-moutsodeben
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/fsikikuri-janmrteloba-da-adamianis-uflebebi-problemuri-sakitkhebi-da-tsvlilebebis-potentsiali-1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikikuri-janmrtelobisa-da-ketildgheobis-strategiis-samushao-versia-pirveladi-pozitsia
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ratom-tskhovroben-fsiko-sotsialuri-sachiroebis-mkone-adamianebi-kvlav-did-datsesebulebebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ratom-tskhovroben-fsiko-sotsialuri-sachiroebis-mkone-adamianebi-kvlav-did-datsesebulebebshi
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One of the organization’s focal points was the 
content of the state’s mental health program, 
the separation of inpatient and outpatient ser-
vices, and the state’s adequate administration 
and supervision of them.

Additionally, the organization used a variety 
of methods to focus on mental health issues, 
such as mental health during the COVID-19 
pandemic, the failure of legal capacity reform, 
and various aspects of its implementation - in-
cluding the role of social work in this area, its 
relevance to procedures for granting disabili-
ty status, care policies for people with chronic 
mental illnesses, the practice of institutionaliz-
ing people with disabilities, and deinstitutional-
ization and the importance of housing services 
in given process. Additionally, the organization 
has released a collection of translations and 
a series of essays titled “Rethinking Psychia-
try - Five Perspectives,” which examines many 
areas of mental health and the human rights 
norms applicable to persons with psychosocial 
needs.

6 VIDEOS

6 ARTICLES

3 BLOGS

4 STATEMENTS

6 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENTS

1 COLLECTION OF TRANSLATIONS

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

Blog - Caring for People with Chronic Mental Blog - Caring for People with Chronic Mental 
Disorders: Past, Present, FutureDisorders: Past, Present, Future

SOCIAL POLICY  PROGRAM

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/statsionaruli-servisebi-fsikikuri-janmrtelobis-programashi-sakhelmtsifo-zedamkhedvelobis-gareshe
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ra-problemebia-fsikikuri-janmrtelobis-sferoshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ratom-tskhovroben-fsiko-sotsialuri-sachiroebis-mkone-adamianebi-kvlav-did-datsesebulebebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/fsikikur-janmrtelobis-datsvis-sferoshi-momushave-organizatsiebi-fsikikuri-janmrtelobis-ganqofilebis-dakhurvas-ekhmianebian
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikikuri-janmrteloba-covid-19-is-pirobebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikikuri-janmrteloba-covid-19-is-pirobebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikosotsialuri-da-intelektualuri-nishnit-shshm-pirebi-mkhardacheris-gareshe
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-mushaobis-profesiis-roli-shshm-pirebis-damoukidebeli-tskhovrebis-uflebis-datsvashi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/kmedunarianobis-reforma-da-misi-kavshiri-shshm-pirta-statusis-minichebis-modeltan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/kmedunarianobis-reforma-da-misi-kavshiri-shshm-pirta-statusis-minichebis-modeltan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/kronikuli-fsikikuri-ashlilobis-mkone-adamianebze-zrunva-tsarsuli-atsmqo-momavali
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shshm-pirebis-utsvleli-institutsionalizatsiis-praktika
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/shshm-pirebis-utsvleli-institutsionalizatsiis-praktika
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikikuri-janmrtelobis-servisebis-deinstitutsionalizatsia-saertashoriso-gamotsdileba-da-sakartvelos-konteksti
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikikuri-janmrtelobis-servisebis-deinstitutsionalizatsia-saertashoriso-gamotsdileba-da-sakartvelos-konteksti
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/satskhovrisis-servisebis-mnishvneloba-shshm-pirta-datsesebulebebis-deinstitutsionalizatsiis-protsesshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikikuri-janmrteloba-da-sistemuri-chagvra-targmanebis-krebuli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikiatria-interpretatsiis-interpretatsiaa-interviu-artur-klaimantan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=7&type=13
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=7&type=20
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=7&type=17
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=7&type=11
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=7&type=33
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fsikikuri-janmrteloba-da-sistemuri-chagvra-targmanebis-krebuli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/kronikuli-fsikikuri-ashlilobis-mkone-adamianebze-zrunva-tsarsuli-atsmqo-momavali
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/kronikuli-fsikikuri-ashlilobis-mkone-adamianebze-zrunva-tsarsuli-atsmqo-momavali
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/kronikuli-fsikikuri-ashlilobis-mkone-adamianebze-zrunva-tsarsuli-atsmqo-momavali


JUSTICE AND DEMOCRACY 
PROGRAM

The Social Justice Center has been actively engaged in institutional reforms of 
the judicial and law enforcement institutions for many years. These challenges 
continue to be significant for the organization in light of the growing polarization 
of government institutions and the emergence of illicit influences on them. Apart 
from institutional constraints, the social sensitivity of courts/law enforcement 
bodies, criminal justice policy, and overall access to justice substantially impact 
the quality of citizens’ rights.

In 2021, the government enacted almost no legislative or institutional reforms to 
strengthen the judiciary and law enforcement agencies and increase their politi-
cal and operational independence. The State Security Service’s disproportionate 
power and the frailty of its external oversight systems were exposed last year. 
Along with the acute institutional issues, currently, the political agenda includes 
access to the overall justice system and criminal policy. Questions arose, in par-
ticular, about the Georgian court and judicial system’s social sensitivity and how 
much these institutions are centered around human needs. 
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JUDICIAL SYSTEM

The Social Justice Center conducted research 
last year using this methodology and discov-
ered that, in addition to legislative and insti-
tutional impediments, the social, cultural, and 
economic variables significantly hinder ordi-
nary citizens’ and certain groups’ access to jus-
tice. It is worth noting that this was the first 
document of its kind in Georgia, providing the 
comprehensive overview of the country’s ac-
cess to justice conditions.

To assess access to justice, the organization developed a universal meth-
odological framework in 2021 that examines all characteristics that pre-
vent residents from accessing judicial institutions. 

JUSTICE AND DEMOCRACY PROGRAM

will serve as the foundation for developing an 
academic curriculum that will be offered to 
universities.

Significant setbacks in judicial institutional re-
forms have occurred over the last year. In 2021, 
the existence of internal and external influenc-
es on the activities of the Georgian judiciary 
became more apparent for both domestic and 
international actors. Furthermore, it was reaf-
firmed that the government has no intention to 
establish an independent and politically neutral 
court. The April 19 agreement, which underlined 
the importance of systemic justice reform, also 
fell short of resolving existing challenges. Un-
fortunately, despite the requests of local civil 
society organizations, professional groups, and 
international actors, the government failed to 
exploit the opportunity provided by the April 19 
agreement, and the prospect of judiciary reform 
was dashed. Last year, we also witnessed that 
the previously chosen strategy and approach to 
judiciary reform were inadequate, as evidenced 
by the plethora of criticism directed at the exist-
ing High Council model.

Video: Why are case considerations delayed in the Video: Why are case considerations delayed in the 
Constitutional Court?Constitutional Court?

The organization resumes its work on socially 
sensitive justice concerns, and in 2021 it es-
tablished an expert platform to study perti-
nent academic resources bearing in mind the 
Georgian context. One critical objective of the 
program is to increase public awareness of 
justice-related issues and facilitate the forma-
tion of activist groups. As a result, this work 

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/martlmsajulebaze-khelmisatsvdomoba-sakartveloshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/martlmsajulebaze-khelmisatsvdomobis-kvlevis-metodologia
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/martlmsajulebaze-khelmisatsvdomobis-kvlevis-metodologia
https://ge.usembassy.gov/u-s-embassy-statement-on-supreme-court-appointments/
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/koalitsia-parlaments-martlmsajulebis-reformaze-mushaobis-datsqebisken-moutsodebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/19-aprilis-shetankhmeba-martlmsajulebis-reformis-morigi-gamouqenebeli-shesadzlebloba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/19-aprilis-shetankhmeba-martlmsajulebis-reformis-morigi-gamouqenebeli-shesadzlebloba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sasamartlo-khelisuflebis-institutsiuri-motsqobis-evropuli-modeli-khsna-tu-dabrkoleba-tsarmatebuli-sasamartlo-reformis-gzaze
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sasamartlo-khelisuflebis-institutsiuri-motsqobis-evropuli-modeli-khsna-tu-dabrkoleba-tsarmatebuli-sasamartlo-reformis-gzaze
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ratom-chianurdeba-sakonstitutsio-sasamartloshi-sakmeebis-gankhilva
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ratom-chianurdeba-sakonstitutsio-sasamartloshi-sakmeebis-gankhilva
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ratom-chianurdeba-sakonstitutsio-sasamartloshi-sakmeebis-gankhilva
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In the spring of 2021, the Social Justice Cen-
ter was elected as a Chairman of the Coalition 
for an Independent and Transparent Judicia-
ry1 (hereinafter referred to as the Coalition). In 
November, its chairmanship was extended for 
an additional year. Last year, much of the co-
alition’s work was devoted to developing new 
visions for justice system reform that would be 

JUSTICE AND DEMOCRACY PROGRAM

adequate to the challenges facing the country. 
Last summer, the coalition prepared a reform 
model that would fundamentally alter the logic 
of judicial governance, emphasize the impor-
tance of political consensus, and revitalize the 
judiciary to regain genuine public confidence.

The case of a former judge, Maia Bakradze, is 
critical while discussing the need for systemic 
institutional reform. The case exemplifies the 
arbitrary judgments taken by the High Council 
of Justice in the pursuit of dissent and during 
the judge appointment process. The Social 
Justice Center represents the interests of Maia 
Bakradze before the European Court of Hu-
man Rights in this case. Therefore, the deci-
sion made by the European Court on Octo-
ber 6 to start the substantive hearing of Maia 
Bakradze’s case will be one of the focal points 
of the organization’s activity next year as well.

Video: Why are courts not independent? Video: Why are courts not independent? 

1 GUIDELINE

5 VIDEOS

1 BLOG

21 STATEMENTS

 

1 STUDY

3 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENTS 

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

<?>  On April 29, 2011, the Coalition for an Independent and Transparent Judiciary was created, bringing together 
40 non-governmental organizations. The Coalition’s mission is to unite human rights organizations, professional and 
business associations, and the media outlets in their efforts to promote an independent, transparent, and accountable 
justice system. For additional information about the Coalition’s activities, please visit: https://cutt.ly/NAykxhQ 

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ratom-araa-sasamartlo-damoukidebeli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/ratom-araa-sasamartlo-damoukidebeli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/martlmsajulebaze-khelmisatsvdomobis-kvlevis-metodologia
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=19&type=13
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/vin-da-ra-argumentebit-itkhovs-sasamartlos-reformas
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=19&type=11&page=1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=19&type=11&page=1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/martlmsajulebaze-khelmisatsvdomoba-sakartveloshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=19&type=33
https://cutt.ly/NAykxhQ
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM

The Social Justice Center prepared many im-
potant documents in 2021 to advocate for in-
stitutional reform of the criminal justice sys-
tem. Last summer, in partnership with IDFI 
(Institute for the Development of Freedom of 
Information), detailed research was conducted 
on the State Inspector’s Office’s activities, insti-
tutional arrangements, and competencies. The 
study identifies the problems and challenges 
encountered by the Inspector’s Office during 
the investigative process. It is worth noting that 
the Inspector’s Office is responsible for investi-
gating crimes committed by law enforcement 
authorities, such as abuse of power, ill-treat-
ment, and so forth. In this regard, the agen-
cy’s institutional and functional independence 
is crucial, and a number of recommendations 
have been made in the current study to that 
effect.

Reform of the criminal justice system is also a 

Unaccounted for and politicized law enforcement continues to be a signif-Unaccounted for and politicized law enforcement continues to be a signif-
icant threat to human rights and democracy. Moreover, a criminal justice icant threat to human rights and democracy. Moreover, a criminal justice 
system that lacks social sensitivity and is prone to punitive measures is system that lacks social sensitivity and is prone to punitive measures is 
especially troublesome during a pandemic, which inevitably results in so-especially troublesome during a pandemic, which inevitably results in so-
cioeconomic and human rights deterioration within the country.cioeconomic and human rights deterioration within the country.

Research presentation:”Independent Investigative  Research presentation:”Independent Investigative  
Mechanism in Georgia - Achievements and   Mechanism in Georgia - Achievements and   
Challenges”Challenges”

priority issue for the Social Justice Center. Cur-
rently, the prosecutor’s and investigator’s roles 
are confused; the investigator is viewed not as 
an independent actor but as an instrument of 
the prosecution. These circumstances endan-
ger the conduct of an objective and compre-
hensive investigation. Arguments and thematic 
directions for the investigation system reform 
are briefly summarized in the information bro-
chure prepared by the organization. The orga-
nization’s information booklet summarizes the 
arguments and thematic directions for reform-
ing the investigation system.

As previously stated, the politicization of law 
enforcement agencies continues to be a sig-
nificant issue. The April 19 agreement provid-
ed a critical chance to address the problem 

Video: Investigation System Reform Video: Investigation System Reform 
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if only in part, discussing the need to reform 
the prosecutor’s office and appoint a gener-
al prosecutor based on political consensus. 
The ruling team drafted a special bill on the 
subject last summer, which only partially ad-
dressed the issue of politicization dangers. 
Regrettably, consideration of the aforemen-
tioned bill was halted indefinitely following the 
April 19 agreement’s annulment.

Parallel to institutional difficulties, oppressive 
criminal policies pose equally grave hazards 

to a democratic and egalitarian society. The 
Social Justice Center published two significant 
studies last year that examined punitive and 
socially insensitive criminal policies and exist-
ing practices. The research critically addressed 
Georgian criminal justice and its punitive sys-
tem, which primarily focuses on isolating an 
individual via oppressive measures. Moreover, 
the existing political agenda ignores socioeco-
nomic, cultural, or other factors that may have 
contributed substantially to the conduct of the 
crime.

1 TRANSLATION

 

1 ARTICLE

1 INFOGRAPHIC

24 STATEMENTS

3 STUDIES

2 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENTS

5 VIDEOS

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

Video: What are the motives of theft / robbery and drug crimes in Georgia?Video: What are the motives of theft / robbery and drug crimes in Georgia?
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The organization’s annual assessment again 
demonstrates that Georgian drug policy re-
mains punitive in nature, with the goal of con-
trolling and isolating individuals. In addition, 
the inadequate number of treatment and re-
habilitation programs continues to be a prob-
lem. In this regard, the difficulties associated 
with methadone replacement therapy in pris-
ons have been noted, which is why long-term 
replacement therapy for convicts is not cur-
rently available.

DRUG POLICY

Georgian drug policy stands out in the context of repressive justice. Re-
grettably, comprehensive drug policy reform was again left off the political 
agenda last year, with only minor, insufficient adjustments made to the 
legislation governing drug quantities. 

Video: Temo Khatiashvili - Problems of substitution Video: Temo Khatiashvili - Problems of substitution 
treatment in prisonstreatment in prisons

In recent years, Georgian drug policy has been 
shaped solely by Constitutional Court deci-
sions. Accordingly, the organization also pre-
pared an analytical document in 2021 assess-
ing the effectiveness and comprehensiveness 
of the Constitutional Court’s enforcement of 
drug policy-related decisions and the drafting 
of appropriate legislation by Parliament. Ad-
ditionally, the Constitutional Court’s decisions 
are frequently viewed as excessive by the pop-
ulation, which increases the risk of unknow-
ingly committing a crime. The organization 
published an information brochure last year 
summarizing recent legislative changes and 
actions imposing administrative or criminal li-
ability to address this issue. The document is 
available in Georgian, Armenian, Azerbaijani, 
and English languages.

1 VIDEO

1 BLOG

3 INFOGRAPHICS

3 STATEMENTS

1 REPORT

2 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENTS

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:
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For months, there was a restriction on free 
movement and the right to peaceful assembly 
in the villages surrounding the HPP. The orga-
nization has drafted a special report on these 
issues, summarizing the justification and pro-
portionality of the police force employed on 
the ground.

POLICE AND ABUSE OF POWER

Focusing on repressive mechanisms while managing political processes 
naturally leads to excessive police violence. Last year was no exception, as 
we saw numerous instances of the government resolving social or political 
conflicts solely through the use of police and special forces. The Namokh-
vani protest is a clear indication of this. 

Video: What happened on July 5-6 and what was the Video: What happened on July 5-6 and what was the 
government response?government response?

events demonstrates unequivocally that the 
government took insufficient precautions to 
avert violence. The investigation into the mat-
ter has also been problematic and ineffective, 
as it focuses solely on specific violent acts, ig-
noring the organizers’ responsibilities.

The evidence of illegal listening and eaves-
dropping disclosed by the media in Septem-
ber of last year indicated that the state was 
committing widespread violations of citizens’ 
rights. Regrettably, this has once again demon-
strated how frail the risks of external account-
ability and monitoring of the state security 
agency are, as well as the dangers posed by 
these agencies’ disproportionate authority for 
human rights violations. In this regard, the So-
cial Justice Center prepared research on the 
use of these instruments for wiretapping and 
counterintelligence purposes, which details 
the legislative and institutional shortcomings 
that allow the State Security Service to inter-
vene arbitrarily and illegally in a person’s pri-
vate life. At the national and international lev-
els, the organization also engages in strategic 
litigation on the issue of illegal wiretapping.

2 STATEMENTS

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

1 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENT 

On the other hand, the state and law enforce-
ment systems were utterly ineffective at pro-
tecting disadvantaged communities. The events 
of July 5-6 provided an explicit and regrettable 
confirmation of this, as law enforcement agen-
cies failed to safeguard the Pride movement’s 
right to peaceful assembly, thereby paving the 
way for violent groups. The preliminary anal-
ysis of the state’s effectiveness during these 
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EQUALITY POLICY 
PROGRAM

In 2021, we again witnessed social tensions with religious and ethnic overtones 
in our nation; sadly, they failed to signal the government to subject equality and 
integration policies to positive transformations and considerable adjustments. 
Furthermore, during the pre-election period, the community’s political instru-
mentalization, exclusion from democratic processes, and marginalization were 
brought to the forefront within regions densely populated with ethnic minorities.

An unprecedented process of self-organization has defined this year by activists 
from non-dominant religious and ethnic groups. Yet, while activist organizations 
have been vigorously advocating for their community’s issues and needs, institu-
tional policies towards these vital voices remain closed.

In 2021, the issue of radicalization and violence perpetrated by ultra-right orga-
nizations resurfaced. The state’s lenient policies and impunity for the violence 
done by these groups have heightened with the progression of time. The mass, 
pre-organized violence perpetrated by the leaders of the Alt-Info group on July 
5-6, 2021, during the anti-Pride rally is particularly alarming in this regard, as it 
resulted in the restriction of 52 journalists’ rights and professional activities, in-
cluding violence against several of them. We should highlight that the investiga-
tion into the events is still fragmented, and the government’s political resolve to 
prosecute the organizers of the violent assembly is lacking. Against this backdrop, 
the government should focus on deterring them from creating political parties 
and media channels and, more broadly, on blocking the entrance of virulently 
anti-democratic forces into the sphere of institutional politics.

Working on critical political problems relating to the peaceful conflict transforma-
tion and the progress of reconciliation and integration programs becomes almost 
impossible in the face of political polarization, a weak democratic system, and 
feeble integration policies.

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/5-ivlisis-movlenebis-samartlebrivi-shefaseba-pirveladi-analizi
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CONDITION OF NON-DOMINANT 
ETHNIC GROUPS

Last year, the organization actively advocated 
for systemic issues affecting ethnic and reli-
gious minorities to be included on the agenda. 
The aforementioned issues stem from poor 
political representation and engagement, a 
lack of advisory procedures for ethnic minori-
ties within higher governmental agencies, a 
dramatic decline in ethnic minorities’ employ-
ment in public services, and limited access to 
quality education. Despite these problems, the 
political division and instability climate have 
precluded us from engaging with political par-
ties and government institutions to mobilize 
and advocate for social and legal reform in this 
field.

In 2021, the Social Justice Center was actively engaged in policy advocacy on In 2021, the Social Justice Center was actively engaged in policy advocacy on 
behalf of non-dominant ethnic communities. On the one hand, the organi-behalf of non-dominant ethnic communities. On the one hand, the organi-
zation responded proactively to the challenging situations encountered in zation responded proactively to the challenging situations encountered in 
places densely populated by ethnic minorities. On the other hand, it strove places densely populated by ethnic minorities. On the other hand, it strove 
to yield long-term positive change in integration policy. In 2021, the Social to yield long-term positive change in integration policy. In 2021, the Social 
Justice Center successfully managed to place ethnic minorities’ concerns on Justice Center successfully managed to place ethnic minorities’ concerns on 
the political agenda.the political agenda.

On May 16-17, 2021, a personal dispute in 
Dmanisi Municipality erupted into a major 
clash between ethnic groups. The Social Jus-
tice Center investigated the incident and con-
vened community forums alongside reputable 
public figures. As a result, a recommendation 
package, based on field research and commu-
nity dialogue, was shared with government en-
tities, outlining a vision for long-term conflict 
resolution.

Tensions between community members of 
Meore Kesalo in Marneuli Municipality and the 
Marneuli and Hujab Dioceses erupted in Jan-
uary of this year. Local farmers requested the 
right to use agricultural land on the village’s 
state balance, which the diocese refused to 
grant them. To support local farmers, the So-
cial Justice Center prepared a joint petition 
for leasing to agencies and got involved in the 
negotiation process, which was arranged by 
the State Representative and the Kvemo Kartli 
region’s local government. Unfortunately, this 
process did not yield any tangible results. Ad-
ditionally, instances of illicit pressure on local 
farmers were observed.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

Video: Why are ethnic minorities unable to find Video: Why are ethnic minorities unable to find 
employment wthin the public sector?employment wthin the public sector?
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Video: How does the pre-election period seem to Video: How does the pre-election period seem to 
ethnic minorities?ethnic minorities?

It became clear that the government was not 
receptive to initiatives prompted by the eth-
nic minority communities throughout the year. 
For example, the government did not support 
the initiative of the local activists to proclaim 
Nowruz Bayram a national holiday. Addition-
ally, citing technical problems, the Georgian 
government declined to file Platform Salam’s 
legislative initiative to restore their authentic 
surnames. This verdict is presently being con-
tested in court, where the Social Justice Center 
is representing the petitioners’ rights.

Local elections in 2021 and the pre-election 
period posed significant challenges in regions 
populated by non-dominant ethnic groups. 
There were still signs of the authorities’ po-
litical instrumentalization of the people who 
lived in these areas. The Social Justice Center 
analyzed the ongoing electoral procedures in 
Kvemo Kartli and Javakheti. Before that, the or-
ganization made every attempt to bring the lo-
cal community’s needs to the notice of political 
parties and mayoral candidates and organize 
a series of public meetings with them.

This year, the Social Justice Center has been 
actively raising the citizenship concerns of 
thousands of ethnic Armenians in Javakheti 
and Muslim Meskhetians, albeit this process 
has yet to yield any results.

This year, the organization has also been ac-
tive in the Javakheti region. Field visits were 
held in around 25 communities in Ninotsmin-
da and Akhalkalaki. In addition, the organiza-
tion has been actively writing analytical papers 
and blogs on the problems facing the ethnic 
Armenian community in Javakheti.

This year, the organization worked actively to 
protect ethnic minorities’ rights through legal 
dispute mechanisms. Violation cases that we 
have encountered include the practice of the 
Marneuli Municipality not using minority lan-
guages when communicating with citizens, en-
vironmental problems caused by a farm in the 
village of Svaneti, labour rights violations by 
the company Akeliks etc.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

Video: Political participation and the role of ethnic Video: Political participation and the role of ethnic 
minoritiesminorities
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In 2021, the European Court of Human Rights 
resumed hearing the case of Temirlan Mach-
alikashvili’s murder, where the Georgian gov-
ernment regretfully attempted to pursue base-
less and misleading arguments once again. 
It was concerning that a local elder, Jabrail 
Khangoshvili, was refused citizenship and later 
a residency permit, depicting evident political 
interest and arbitrariness.

It is critical to note that the Georgian govern-
ment authorized a ten-year (2021-2030) state 
strategy for civic equality and integration this 
year. We should note that strategy’s language 
and pathos are critical and self-reflective, 
recognizing essential concepts. Against this 
backdrop, a decision to establish a Council of 
National Minorities inside the Diaspora Com-
mittee of Parliament in 2021 counters the strat-
egy’s declared aims. Furthermore, the strategy 
document does not contain any significantly 
innovative or major visions or plans, which 
does not raise expectations of big change in 
this area. The Social Justice Center contributed 
to the strategy document’s development and 
provided feedback and recommendations for 
its improvement.

Simultaneously, the organization tried to em-
power activists from non-dominant ethnic 
communities while also providing democrat-
ic backing for their ideas. The Solidarity Plat-
form, which operates with the support of 
the Social Justice Center and brings together 
activists from many regions ethnic and reli-
gious groups, has continued its operations 
and meetings with political parties and gov-
ernment institutions. The platform provides a 
one-of-a-kind space for activists to get togeth-
er, express their solidarity to one another and 
develop critical ideas.

In addition, the Social Justice Center assisted 
in the formation of a network of Kvemo Kart-
li teachers. A similar network has successfully 
operated in other ethnic minority areas; the 
organization used the network to demonstrate 
and strengthen the role of teachers in com-
munity life and activism.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

Conference - “Inter-ethnic relationships, Micro-Conference - “Inter-ethnic relationships, Micro-
conflicts, and Integration Policy”conflicts, and Integration Policy”

3 ARTICLES
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1 INFOGRAPHIC

16 STATEMENTS 

8 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENTS

16 VIDEOS 

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

Meeting of “Teacher Network” participants and rep-Meeting of “Teacher Network” participants and rep-
resentatives of Kvemo Kartli community centersresentatives of Kvemo Kartli community centers
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https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=22&type=20
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=22&type=17
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/politikuri-monatsileoba-da-etnikuri-umtsiresobebis-roli-1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=22&type=11&page=1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=22&type=33
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=22&type=13
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/events/mastsavlebelta-kselis-monatsileebisa-da-kvemo-kartlis-satemo-tsentrebis-tsarmomadgenlebis-shekhvedra-shalva-da-paata-amonashvilebtan
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THE STATE OF FREEDOM 
OF RELIGION

In early 2021, another incidence of religious 
persecution against the Georgian Muslim pop-
ulation was documented in the form of in-
ter-communal conflict in the village of Buknari 
(Chokhatauri Municipality). Police detained two 
people connected with a series of threats and 
acts of violence. Before the development of 
the conflict, the local government sought to 
pacify the situation for many weeks, but they 
lacked the confidence and resources required 
to halt the conflict growth; by the time the 
central government interfered, it was too late. 
The conflict in Buknari echoes the same ba-
sis as prior inter-communal clashes. The So-
cial Justice Center studied the issue and held 
community discussions with the involvement 
of local community leaders. The Center has 
shared recommendations for the long-term 
transformation of the conflict with government 
agencies.

It is critical to note that the European Court 
of Human Rights made a landmark judgement 
this year, acknowledging that in October 2014, 
police actions in the village of Mokhe violated 
the rights of Georgian Muslims. The Social Jus-
tice Center represented the villagers’ rights be-
fore the European Court.

This year, the issue of constructing a new 
mosque in Batumi was prominent on the po-
litical agenda once again. Despite the Court of 
Appeals’ recognition of the illegal and discrimi-
natory nature of the Batumi City Hall’s rejection 
to build a new mosque in Batumi, the Batumi 
City Hall appealed the ruling to the Supreme 
Court and once again delayed the process. The 
Social Justice Center and the Tolerance and 

The government has made no significant reforms or decisions regarding The government has made no significant reforms or decisions regarding 
religious freedom in 2021.religious freedom in 2021.

Diversity Institute (TDI) represent the Muslim 
community before the court.

The current year was challenging for the Or-
thodox Church as well. In April 2021, the Ni-
notsminda religious boarding house became 
a place of tension. The prosecutor’s office has 
initiated an inquiry into the boarding house’s 
violent incidents, but the outcome of the in-
vestigation is not yet made public. The Social 
Justice Center represents the interests of one 
of the victims in the investigation process.

On September 13, 2021, information concern-
ing the alleged illicit eavesdropping by the State 
Security Service was revealed. The substance 
of the extensive assemblies confirmed, on the 
one hand, the government’s widespread and 
comprehensive control over the clergy and, on 
the other hand, the Patriarchate’s unequivocal 
governmental backing. The Social Justice Cen-
ter assists four clergymen in protecting their 
rights during the investigative process. The Eu-
ropean Court of Human Rights is set to hear 
the case.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

Video: Religion, as the area of freedomVideo: Religion, as the area of freedom

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/buknari-kidev-erti-religiuri-kontekstis-mkone-konfliktis-adgili
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/strasburgma-sofel-mokheshi-muslimi-temis-uflebis-darghveva-aghiara
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/batumshi-akhali-mechetis-msheneblobis-sakme-uzenaes-sasamartloshi-gasachivrda
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/movitkhovt-religiuri-skola-pansionebis-sakmianobis-sakhelmtsifos-realuri-zedamkhedvelobis-moktsevas
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/movitkhovt-religiuri-skola-pansionebis-sakmianobis-sakhelmtsifos-realuri-zedamkhedvelobis-moktsevas
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/religia-rogorts-tavisuflebis-sfero
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/religia-rogorts-tavisuflebis-sfero
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In 2021, the situation in the Chkondidi Diocese 
worsened. Pastors with critical positions were 
subjected to increasingly brutal persecution 
by temporarily appointed Bishop Stefane Ka-
laijashvili and his accomplices, resulting in ex-
pulsion, eviction from monasteries, and other 
coercive activities. The Social Justice Center 
protects the interests of clergy and their fol-
lowers in this inquiry.

Notably, Social Justice Center began a critical 
policy school in Adjara this year, bringing to-
gether around 25 young activists and sharing 
with them with critical theory and space for 
solidarity and self-organization.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

6 ARTICLES

7 BLOGS

16 STATEMENTS

2 ANALYTICAL DOCUMENTS

6 VIDEOS

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

Meeting of Adjara Critical Policy School in KhuloMeeting of Adjara Critical Policy School in Khulo

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/chqondidis-eparkiashi-gankvetili-mghvdelmsakhurebis-shevitsroeba-sistemuri-devnis-formas-ighebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/events/acharis-kritikuli-politikis-skolis-lektsiebi-grdzeldeba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=18&type=20
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=18&type=17&page=1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=18&type=11
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=18&type=33
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=18&type=13
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/events/acharis-kritikuli-politikis-skolis-shekhvedra-khuloshi-1
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/events/acharis-kritikuli-politikis-skolis-shekhvedra-khuloshi-1
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HUMAN RIGHTS IN CONFLICT-AFFECTED 
REGIONS

Unfortunately, this process is not easily ac-
cessible, and despite a high level of interest 
voiced, the Social Justice Center was not invit-
ed to participate in the process. Nonetheless, 
the group has been active this year in conduct-
ing policy research and hosting public forums 
on peace policy.

Discrimination against ethnic Georgians per-
sists in Gali and Akhalgori, and in 2021, teach-
ing in Georgian was fully prohibited in Gali 

The human rights situation in the conflict regions did not improve in 2021. The human rights situation in the conflict regions did not improve in 2021. 
Notably, in the current year, the Office of the State Minister for Reconcilia-Notably, in the current year, the Office of the State Minister for Reconcilia-
tion and Civic Integration began work to update the engagement strategy tion and Civic Integration began work to update the engagement strategy 
and action plan, which has not been updated since 2010. and action plan, which has not been updated since 2010. 

schools. This ruling effectively finalized the 
years-long practice of Russification of Gali 
schools. The same is true for the education-
al sector in Akhalgori. It is still not possible to 
improve mobility within the conflict regions, 
which in 2021 had some tragic consequences. 
Additionally, illegal detentions persisted as a 
result of restrictions on movement. The Social 
Justice Center tried to organize public state-
ments and discussions on these issues.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

Online Discussion: Gali – double omission locationOnline Discussion: Gali – double omission location

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tskhovreba-gamqof-khazebtan-qoveldghiuri-gamotsvevebi-da-ndobis-msheneblobis-shesadzleblobebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/galshi-etnikuri-kartvelebistvis-sakutar-enaze-ganatlebis-mighebis-uflebis-khelqofam-umdzimesi-formebi-miigho
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/galshi-etnikuri-kartvelebistvis-sakutar-enaze-ganatlebis-mighebis-uflebis-khelqofam-umdzimesi-formebi-miigho
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/galshi-etnikuri-kartvelebistvis-sakutar-enaze-ganatlebis-mighebis-uflebis-khelqofam-umdzimesi-formebi-miigho
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/konfliktebis-transformatsia-misi-mnishvneloba-da-gamotsdilebebi-sakartveloshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/gali-ormagi-gamotovebis-adgili
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People live in degrading and inhumane con-
ditions in war-ravaged homes along adminis-
trative border lines. Most of them lack essen-
tial social infrastructure and crucial resources 
such as drinking water, irrigation water, pas-
tures, ambulatories, clinics, and kindergartens. 
The Social Justice Center visited Gori district 
communities this year to give legal and medi-
cal aid.

This year, the Social Justice Center has been 
actively trying to study legislation and poli-

cies that it feels are impeding the process of 
trust-building. The organization criticized the 
Law on Occupied Territories and the practice 
of developing a neutral ID card.

The organization was actively involved in 
semi-academic activities such as translating 
and compiling evaluations regarding ideas and 
approaches to peaceful conflict transforma-
tion.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

1 PHOTO REPORT

1 PODCAST

8 ARTICLES

11 STATEMENTS

1 TRANSLATION

3 VIDEOS

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

Podcast: Memories of war, trauma and every day lifePodcast: Memories of war, trauma and every day life

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/gamqofi-khazis-garshemo-mdebare-soflebis-mosakhleoba-sakhelmtsifos-sagangebo-mkhardacheras-sachiroebs
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/okupirebul-teritoriebze-mtskhovreb-pirebs-romlebsats-piradobis-neitraluri-motsmobebi-akvt-sotsialuri-datsvis-uketesi-garantiebi-unda-mietset
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/adamianis-uflebebi-mshvidobis-msheneblobistvis
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/de-fakto-kveqnebis-uchveulo-gamdzleoba-afkhazeti-dnestrispireti-chrdiloet-kviprosi-tomas-de-vaalis-statiebis-mimokhilva
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/fotoebi-sofel-zardiantkaridan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/mogonebebi-omze-travma-da-qoveldghiuroba-podkasti
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=32&type=20
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=32&type=11
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/de-fakto-kveqnebis-uchveulo-gamdzleoba-afkhazeti-dnestrispireti-chrdiloet-kviprosi-tomas-de-vaalis-statiebis-mimokhilva
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=32&type=13
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/mogonebebi-omze-travma-da-qoveldghiuroba-podkasti
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/mogonebebi-omze-travma-da-qoveldghiuroba-podkasti
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THE LEGAL STATUS OF WOMEN
The Social Justice Center researched the rights and social situation of Mus-
lim women in Georgia this year, focusing on the conditions of women in 
the Kvemo Kartli and highland Adjara. Through intersectional research ap-
proaches, the study analyzes the lives and exclusion of women in political, 
social, and cultural aspects.

The organization has also prepared transla-
tions of critical texts on women’s labour and 
social reproduction issues. The new collection 
of translations includes texts by Susan Fergu-
son, Nancy Fraser, Michael Hardt, Sylvia Fed-
erich.

Additionally, the organization encouraged re-
search-based activities in the subject of gen-
der policy, including the following: 1. Climate 
change and the work of rural women; 2. Per-
sonal problems - universal responsibilities; 3. 
Beyond Emancipation and Exploitation: Wom-
en in Soviet Georgia’s Collective Farms 4. The 
Global Chain of Labor and Care for Emigrant 
Women.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

Additionally, the organization sought to ad-
dress the issues of women from ethnic and 
religious minority populations publicly this 
year and preserve their rights through advo-
cacy and legal aid mechanisms. Among other 
things, the organization presented budget rec-
ommendations alongside local women leaders 
in Adjara and advocated for a policy that ad-
dresses their needs.

The Social Justice Center sought to increase 
women’s awareness of reproductive health 
concerns with the assistance of local activ-
ists and their unions. Along with legal aid, the 
organization provided medical assistance to 
women.

Video: The Presence of Muslim Women - Difficulties Video: The Presence of Muslim Women - Difficulties 
and Obstaclesand Obstacles

7 VIDEOS

1 PODCAST

4 ARTICLES

5 STATEMENTS

1 STUDY

1 COLLECTION OF TRANSLATIONS 

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

Video: Young girls from Javakheti regionVideo: Young girls from Javakheti region

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sakartvelos-muslimi-kalebis-qofa-da-mati-chagvris-mravalshriani-aghtsera
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-kvlavtsarmoeba-kalta-shroma-da-shinshroma-targmanebis-krebuli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-kvlavtsarmoeba-kalta-shroma-da-shinshroma-targmanebis-krebuli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/khiluli-tu-ukhilavi-klimatis-tsvlileba-da-soflad-mtskhovrebi-kalebis-shroma
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/khiluli-tu-ukhilavi-klimatis-tsvlileba-da-soflad-mtskhovrebi-kalebis-shroma
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/piradi-problemebi-saqoveltao-pasukhismgebloba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/piradi-problemebi-saqoveltao-pasukhismgebloba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/emansipatsiisa-da-eksploatatsiis-mighma-kalebi-sabchota-sakartvelos-kolektiur-meurneobebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/emansipatsiisa-da-eksploatatsiis-mighma-kalebi-sabchota-sakartvelos-kolektiur-meurneobebshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/emigranti-kalebis-shroma-da-zrunvis-globaluri-jachvi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/emigranti-kalebis-shroma-da-zrunvis-globaluri-jachvi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/emigranti-kalebis-shroma-da-zrunvis-globaluri-jachvi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/muslimi-kalebis-qofa-sirtuleebi-da-dabrkolebebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/muslimi-kalebis-qofa-sirtuleebi-da-dabrkolebebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/muslimi-kalebis-qofa-sirtuleebi-da-dabrkolebebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=15&type=13
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sakartvelos-muslimi-kalebis-qofa-podkasti-zemo-acharidan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sakartvelos-muslimi-kalebis-qofa-podkasti-zemo-acharidan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=15&type=20
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=15&type=11%0D
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sakartvelos-muslimi-kalebis-qofa-da-mati-chagvris-mravalshriani-aghtsera
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sakartvelos-muslimi-kalebis-qofa-da-mati-chagvris-mravalshriani-aghtsera
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sotsialuri-kvlavtsarmoeba-kalta-shroma-da-shinshroma-targmanebis-krebuli
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/akhalgazrda-gogoebi-javakhetis-regionidan
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/akhalgazrda-gogoebi-javakhetis-regionidan
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THE LEGAL STATUS OF LGBTQI 
PEOPLE

The legal status of LGBT people and the fight against homophobia remains The legal status of LGBT people and the fight against homophobia remains 
a challenge for our state.a challenge for our state.

thorized and normalized the July 5-6 violence, 
was unlawful and anti-democratic.

Against this backdrop, the government is re-
sponsible for the foundation and registration 
of a political party of the organizers of a vio-
lent event. Overall, the authorities’ political and 
legal allegiance to far-right political groupings 
demonstrates evidence of their political instru-
mentalization, which is troubling. Regrettably, 
the state does not yet have a strategy to curtail 
extremist groups’ operations.

The Social Justice Center provided a shadow 
report on these facts to the Council of Eu-
rope’s Committee of Ministers - as part of its 
enforcement of the lawsuit “Identity and Oth-
ers v. Georgia.”

The Third Queer Forum, hosted by the So-
cial Justice Center, examined the growth of 
ultra-conservative politics, with presentations 
given by local scholars alongside Bozan Bilic 
and Andrea Peto. Additionally, the organiza-
tion has translated critical texts.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

Video: Resistance as a fightVideo: Resistance as a fight

The disruption of the “March of Dignity” 
planned by “Tbilisi Pride” on July 5, 2021, by ul-
tra-conservative organizations, as well as their 
open violence against community members 
and media on the streets, are evident exam-
ples of the mentioned. As with prior instances 
of violence against LGBT individuals by various 
religious and political organizations, the state 
has remained completely impassive in this 
case as well. The Ministry of Internal Affairs 
failed to maintain public order and take legal 
action against the violence’s organizers. More-
over, the populist speech by Prime Minister 
Irakli Gharibashvili, in which he effectively au-

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentrma-sakmeze-identoba-da-skhvebi-sakartvelos-tsinaaghmdeg-evrosabchos-ministrta-komitets-mimarta
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/sotsialuri-samartlianobis-tsentrma-sakmeze-identoba-da-skhvebi-sakartvelos-tsinaaghmdeg-evrosabchos-ministrta-komitets-mimarta
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/kviar-forumi-11-da-12-noemberi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tsinaaghmdegoba-rogorts-brdzola
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/tsinaaghmdegoba-rogorts-brdzola
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/mtavrobis-populizmi-praidtan-dakavshirebit-antikonstitutsiuri-da-antisotsialuria
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/mtavrobis-populizmi-praidtan-dakavshirebit-antikonstitutsiuri-da-antisotsialuria
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The study aims to demonstrate the legal and 
social position of LGBT persons cross-section-
ally, as well as the intersection of many power 
axes in their lives and outcomes.

EQUALITY POLICY PROGRAM

This year, the Social Justice Center issued a re-
search paper that thoroughly examines LGBT 
people’s social exclusion and incorporates 
quantitative and qualitative research findings. 

12 VIDEOS

3 ARTICLES

7 STATEMENTS

1 STUDY

3 TRANSLATIONS

IN 2021, THE FOLLOWING WAS PREPARED IN THIS DIRECTION:

Report by Bozhan Bilic: The Pain and Pleasure of Writing on a Queer LifeReport by Bozhan Bilic: The Pain and Pleasure of Writing on a Queer Life

https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/lgbtk-jgufis-sotsialuri-ekskluziis-kvleva-sakartveloshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/lgbtk-jgufis-sotsialuri-ekskluziis-kvleva-sakartveloshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=26&type=13
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=26&type=20
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=26&type=11
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/lgbtk-jgufis-sotsialuri-ekskluziis-kvleva-sakartveloshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/en/products/lgbtk-jgufis-sotsialuri-ekskluziis-kvleva-sakartveloshi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/topic?topic=26&type=19
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/kviar-tskhovrebaze-tseris-tkivili-da-siamovneba-bozhan-bilichis-mokhseneba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/kviar-tskhovrebaze-tseris-tkivili-da-siamovneba-bozhan-bilichis-mokhseneba
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INTERVIEW CYCLE – “ANOTHER CORNER”

The interview cycle’s objective is to: 

1. Provide systematic critical analysis of existing social processes; 

2. Facilitate the reintroduction of substantive debates into public and political dis-
course; 

3.  Introduce and support the inclusion of social concerns and opinions in the dom-
inant political agenda.

Throughout 2021, the Social Justice Center conducted interviews with scholars, com-
munity members, and activists who shared insightful observations, findings, and expe-
riences about contemporary political and social processes.

Through this endeavor, we hope to provide a space for conversation and within “an-
other corner” where we may present diverse alternative viewpoints and analyze the 
current state of democracy, social justice, equality, the judiciary, and the protection of 
various alienated groups rights social interests.

   What is the political system in our reality, and how did it emerge historically? What is the political system in our reality, and how did it emerge historically? 

   Why is our country still impoverished, and why is social inequality growing? Why is our country still impoverished, and why is social inequality growing? 

   Why and how are public interests and needs obliterated from the political agenda? Why and how are public interests and needs obliterated from the political agenda? 

By considering and debating these and other problems, we hope to provide viewers 
with the space and opportunity to make thorough observations on current events in 
the country.

In 2021, the Social Justice Center started a series of interviews In 2021, the Social Justice Center started a series of interviews 
titled “Another Corner” with technical assistance from Project titled “Another Corner” with technical assistance from Project 
64.64.
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INTERVIEW CYCLE – “ANOTHER CORNER”

INTERVIEWS PREPARED IN 2021:INTERVIEWS PREPARED IN 2021:

  Other Corner: Events of 5-6 JulyOther Corner: Events of 5-6 July

  Other Corner: Political crisis and electionsOther Corner: Political crisis and elections

 Another corner: Foreign Debt and Georgia Another corner: Foreign Debt and Georgia

  Other Corner: Movement against Namakhvani HPPOther Corner: Movement against Namakhvani HPP

 Another Corner: Church in light of the crisis Another Corner: Church in light of the crisis

  Another Corner: What is the real essence of the Another Corner: What is the real essence of the 
current political crisis?current political crisis?

https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/skhva-kutkhe-5-6-ivlisis-movlenebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/skhva-kutkhe-5-6-ivlisis-movlenebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/politikuri-krizisi-da-archevnebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sagareo-vali-da-sakartvelo
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/namakhvanhesis-tsinaaghmdegobis-modzraoba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/eklesia-krizisis-realobashi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/skhva-kutkhe-ra-aris-dghevandeli-politikuri-krizisis-realuri-shinaarsi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/skhva-kutkhe-5-6-ivlisis-movlenebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/skhva-kutkhe-5-6-ivlisis-movlenebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/politikuri-krizisi-da-archevnebi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sagareo-vali-da-sakartvelo
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/sagareo-vali-da-sakartvelo
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/namakhvanhesis-tsinaaghmdegobis-modzraoba
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/eklesia-krizisis-realobashi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/eklesia-krizisis-realobashi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/skhva-kutkhe-ra-aris-dghevandeli-politikuri-krizisis-realuri-shinaarsi
https://socialjustice.org.ge/ka/products/skhva-kutkhe-ra-aris-dghevandeli-politikuri-krizisis-realuri-shinaarsi
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIAL JUSTICE 
CENTER 2021

SOCIAL POLICY PROGRAMSOCIAL POLICY PROGRAM

The Importance of Housing Services in the Deinstitutionalization 

Process of Facilities for Persons with Disabilities

Violations, Inconsis-Violations, Inconsis-
tencies and Unsub-tencies and Unsub-
stantiated Conces-stantiated Conces-
sions: A Brief History sions: A Brief History 
of Namakhvani HPP of Namakhvani HPP 
ProjectProject

Mental Health and Mental Health and 
Human Rights - Prob-Human Rights - Prob-
lematic Issues and lematic Issues and 
Potential for ChangesPotential for Changes

Extractive Industries Extractive Industries 
and Women’s Eco-and Women’s Eco-
nomic Participation in nomic Participation in 
TkibuliTkibuli

The Importance of The Importance of 
Housing Services in Housing Services in 
the Deinstitutional-the Deinstitutional-
ization Process of ization Process of 
Facilities for Persons Facilities for Persons 
with Disabilities with Disabilities 

Informal and Informal and 
Non-standard Em-Non-standard Em-
ployment in Georgiaployment in Georgia

Assessment of Deliv-Assessment of Deliv-
ery Service Providing ery Service Providing 
Contracts in Georgia Contracts in Georgia 

Labour Inspection Labour Inspection 
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tional Arrangement: tional Arrangement: 
Salvation or Obstacle Salvation or Obstacle 
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ReformReform

Access to Justice in Access to Justice in 
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April 19 Agreement April 19 Agreement 
- Another untapped - Another untapped 
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tice reformtice reform

Access to Justice Re-Access to Justice Re-
search Methodologysearch Methodology
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DONOR ORGANIZATIONS AND PROJECTS

Project name:Project name:  Strengthening ethnic minority inte-
gration and rights protection via research, education, 
advocacy, and confidence-building activities

• • Project name:Project name:  Improving Access to Justice
• • Project name:Project name:  Improving Human Rights 

Conditions for Marginalized Groups through 
Strategic Litigation 

• • Project name:Project name:  Investigation System Reform 
Advocacy

• • Project name:Project name:  Supporting Comprehensive 
Reforms of Georgian Judiciary 

Project name:Project name:  Supporting The Right To Protest 
In Georgia 

• • Project name:Project name:  Formation of Fair and 
Humane Criminal Justice Policy 

• • Project name:Project name:  Strengthening and Supporting 
Community life and teachers in Kvemo Kartli 
as agents of social Change

• • Project name:Project name:  Improving the rights of 
employees in the formal and informal 
sectors

• • Project name:Project name:  Support for Humane Drug 
Policy and Law Enforcement in Georgia

• • Project name:Project name:  Strengthening unheard voices Strengthening unheard voices 
of Ethnic Minorities during pre and post of Ethnic Minorities during pre and post 
election periodelection period

Project name:Project name:  Strengthen the human rights 
situation of LGBT persons, advocate SRHR 
issues and support the queer activists

Project name:Project name:  Project Regarding the need of 
Services, Care and Policy Advocacy
 

Project name:Project name:  Collusion, corruption and conflict 
of interest cases surrounding Namakhvani HPP 
Cascade project
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DONOR ORGANIZATIONS AND PROJECTS

JOINT PROJECTSJOINT PROJECTS

Project name:Project name:  Supporting the Functioning of the 
State Inspector Service

Project name:Project name:  Legal Aid Network For activists

• • Project name:Project name:  Human Rights Dimension of Human Rights Dimension of 
the Environmental Issuesthe Environmental Issues

• • Project name:Project name:  Supporting positive Transfor-
mation of Peace Politics through research 
and advocacy

Project name:Project name:  Support the removal of barriers 
preventing Women’s Equal Participation in the 
Labor Market
 

• • Project name:Project name:  Promoting and Enabling Legal 
Capacity in Georgia

Project name:Project name:  Support the Independent and 
Fair Judiciary
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